In the last decade, there have been significant developments into integration of robots and automation tools with brachytherapy delivery systems. These systems aim to improve the current paradigm by executing higher precision and accuracy in seed placement, improving calculation of optimal seed locations, minimizing surgical trauma, and reducing radiation exposure to medical staff. Most of the applications of this technology have been in the implantation of seeds in patients with early-stage prostate cancer. Nevertheless, the techniques apply to any clinical site where interstitial brachytherapy is appropriate. In consideration of the rapid developments in this area, the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) commissioned Task Group 192 to review the state-of-the-art in the field of robotic interstitial brachytherapy. This is a joint Task Group with the Groupe Européen de Curiethérapie-European Society for Radiotherapy & Oncology (GEC-ESTRO). All developed and reported robotic brachytherapy systems were reviewed. Commissioning and quality assurance procedures for the safe and consistent use of these systems are also provided. Manual seed placement techniques with a rigid template have an estimated in vivo accuracy of 3-6 mm. In addition to the placement accuracy, factors such as tissue deformation, needle deviation, and edema may result in a delivered dose distribution that differs from the preimplant or intraoperative plan. However, real-time needle tracking and seed identification for dynamic updating of dosimetry may improve the quality of seed implantation. The AAPM and GEC-ESTRO recommend that robotic systems should demonstrate a spatial accuracy of seed placement ≤1.0 mm in a phantom. This recommendation is based on the current performance of existing robotic brachytherapy systems and propagation of uncertainties. During clinical commissioning, tests should be conducted to ensure that this level of accuracy is achieved. These tests should mimic the real operating procedure as closely as possible. Additional recommendations on robotic brachytherapy systems include display of the operational state; capability of manual override; documented policies for independent check and data verification; intuitive interface displaying the implantation plan and visualization of needle positions and seed locations relative to the target anatomy; needle insertion in a sequential order; robot-clinician and robot-patient interactions robustness, reliability, and safety while delivering the correct dose at the correct site for the correct patient; avoidance of excessive force on radioactive sources; delivery confirmation of the required number or position of seeds; incorporation of a collision avoidance system; system cleaning, decontamination, and sterilization procedures. These recommendations are applicable to end users and manufacturers of robotic brachytherapy systems. C 2014 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
INTRODUCTION
The current paradigm for interstitial implantation or temporary placement of encapsulated radioactive seeds in a tumor volume results in a highly conformal dose distribution covering the target volume characterized by a steep fall-off of dose outside. 1 For these reasons, it is an effective treatment for a variety of tumor sites such as early-stage prostate cancer, lung cancer, liver cancer, breast cancer, and so on. However, it requires both the use of real-time image guidance and a high degree of skill on the part of the physician or surgeon in needle insertion and accurate seed placement. In addition, interstitial brachytherapy is an invasive procedure that requires handling of radioactive materials, resulting in unavoidable exposure to medical personnel.
Early applications of interstitial brachytherapy employed direct manual handling of radioactive seeds and on-the-fly optimization of seeds placement that limited the time a physician could spend in executing the implant. A major advance in this area was pioneered by Henschke et al. with the development of afterloading techniques, wherein hollow needles were placed at optimal locations in the tumor volume, and radioactive seeds in ribbons or wires were subsequently inserted in the needles or catheters. [2] [3] [4] This led to a major reduction in the time physicians were exposed to radiation. The next important development occurred in the 1970s when remote afterloading systems were introduced. In these systems, the sources were controlled remotely and could be retracted back into a safe if the medical team needed to attend to the patient. This further reduced radiation exposure to the medical staff.
Medical robots are a small but growing subgroup of industrial robots. In this report, we focus on the clinical implementation of robotic systems for interstitial brachytherapy. Most of the applications of robotic brachytherapy technology have been in the implantation of seeds in patients with early-stage prostate cancer. Nevertheless, the techniques apply to any clinical site where interstitial brachytherapy (both low-doserate and high-dose-rate) is appropriate. For example, one of the brachytherapy robots described in this report has been used for lung cancer, and clinical investigations are under consideration for other sites such as liver. [5] [6] [7] [8] In the last decade, there have been significant increases in the use of robotic systems and automation tools in brachytherapy. Several groups have adapted and integrated such systems and tools into conventional brachytherapy procedures, with the shared goals of achieving higher precision and accuracy in seed placement, improving dose distributions, minimizing surgical trauma, and further reducing radiation exposure to staffs. This report reviews the state-ofthe-art in the field of robotic interstitial brachytherapy. The American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) Brachytherapy Subcommittee and Therapy Physics Committee, as well as the Groupe Européen de Curiethérapie-European Society for Radiotherapy & Oncology (GEC-ESTRO) BRAPHYQS Subcommittee, have reviewed and approved this report, and thus it represents AAPM and GEC-ESTRO guidelines for the clinical evaluation and implementation of this new approach to brachytherapy.
CLASSIFICATIONS OF ROBOTS
The Robotics Institute of America (RIA) defines a robot as a "reprogrammable multifunctional manipulator designed to move materials, parts, tools, or specialized devices through variable programmed motions for the performance of a variety of tasks." 9 There is no consensus on which machines qualify as robots, but there is a general agreement among experts and the public that robots tend to do some or all of the following: move under their own power, operate a mechanical limb or similar part, sense and manipulate their environment, and exhibit intelligent behavior, especially behavior which mimics humans or other animals. The RIA subdivides robots into four classes: Class 1. Devices that manipulate objects with manual control. Class 2. Automated devices that manipulate objects with predetermined cycles. Class 3. Programmable and servo-controlled robots with continuous point-to-point trajectories. Class 4. Robots of the last type (Class 3) that also acquire information from the environment and move intelligently in response.
Control systems of brachytherapy robots may have varying levels of automation and autonomy. Although frequently the terms are used interchangeably, the concepts of automation and autonomy have highly distinct meanings. Simply, automation is the process of transferring activity from unaided human labor to hardware and software systems. More precisely, "Automation is the automatically controlled operation of an apparatus, a process, or a system by mechanical or electronic devices that take the place of human organs of observation, decision, and effort"; and, robots are defined as automatic devices that perform such tasks. 10 All of the brachytherapy systems presented in Sec. 2 of this report satisfy this definition in that they perform certain component tasks in the brachytherapy procedure automatically by following a programmed instruction set. Automation can lead to performance gains in terms of mechanical advantage, precision, reliability, or safety.
Autonomy, on the other hand, is a process of function allocation that is independent of whether the actor is human or robotic. Autonomy is a process by which control decisions are allowed and managed in a distributed operations environment. Autonomy by an automatic system is evaluated by whether the system is authorized to perform actions with or without human intervention or oversight. This process is considered one of function allocation and has been described as "degrees of automation" by Sheridan 9 -perhaps adding to the potential confusion. In essence, two questions must be asked: Autonomy from whom? and Autonomy to do what? Sheridan describes five critical domains of function oversight: plan, teach, monitor, intervene, and learn. These five functions must be performed in addition to the actual operation of the automated process. A fully autonomous robot must be able to execute the automated process, and manage all five oversight functions, accurately and safely (for the robot and any human actors) without real-time control or intervention by the human supervisory controller.
In the case of a brachytherapy robot, the autonomy challenge is for the robot to conduct treatment planning, monitor treatment progress, intervene in the case of patient movement, or needle misplacement, and obtain feedback from prior treatments to modify the robot's programming (learn and teach itself) for future performance. The Autonomy from whom? question directly addresses to what degree the robot will be permitted to conduct its operations without real-time oversight by the medical physicist or physician. The Autonomy to do what? question may then be described in terms of the tasks of treatment execution, as well as the oversight functions of treatment planning, monitoring, intervention, and learning or teaching based performance modification.
A new classification of system that accounts for interactions between human control and the machine motions may help explain the role of brachytherapy robots. This classification is appropriate for brachytherapy robots and different from the previously mentioned RIA classification.
Level I. A human controls each movement; each machine actuator change is specified by the operator. Most surgical robots fall into this category. Level II. A human specifies general moves or position changes and the machine decides specific movements of its actuators. Some brachytherapy robots fall into this category. Level III. The operator specifies only the task; the robot manages to complete it independently. Developers of some advanced brachytherapy robots are working to achieve this level of autonomy. Level IV. The machine will create and complete all its tasks without human interaction. This level of autonomy is beyond the capability of current brachytherapy devices.
The above-mentioned classifications are illustrated with a few well-known medical robots. The da Vinci™ robot (Intuitive Surgical, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA) is used for radical prostatectomy surgery frequently in the United States and for low-doserate (LDR) brachytherapy seed implants into the bladder frequently performed in the Netherlands. This robot is a manipulator, following the movements of the surgeon's hands with no programming or automatic function, making it a teleoperation or Class 1 robot operating at Level I. The ultrasound robot listed here as JHU Robot1 is composed of a manipulator that positions a needle guide in place for insertion of a brachytherapy needle. Because the robot executes coordinates generated by an optimization guided by the human operator for needle insertion, but allows for the physician to insert the needle, it falls under Level II. The CyberKnife™ (Accuray, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA) is an image-guided stereotactic radiosurgery system that consists of a compact linear accelerator mounted on a robotic arm. 11, 12 It allows the external radiation beam to be directed to a target in the body from any direction within the robot's workspace according to a predefined treatment plan while dynamically adjusting for patient movement. Once the treatment has started, the CyberKnife completes the task without human interaction making it a Level III robot. No currently available medical robot has full autonomy, i.e., none are classified as a Level IV.
A robot may also be characterized by its motions. The majority of industrial and educational robots, as well as some medical robots (e.g., CyberKnife™) are some variations of the PUMA (Programmable Universal Machine for Assembly) robot, which was designed by Victor Scheinman in 1975 and the first prototype was developed in 1978 for General Motors (Unimation, Inc., Danbury, CT). 13 The PUMA robot is an articulated arm, i.e., manipulator that emulates the characteristics of a human arm with only rotational joints and no translational joints (Fig. 1) . Most of the current brachytherapy robots have rectilinear configurations (translational motions) with some capabilities of needle angulation and/or rotation, which are significantly different from PUMA robots that have only rotational joints. Certain commercial and noncommercial equipment, instruments, and materials are identified in this work in order to adequately describe the field of robotic brachytherapy. Such identification does not imply recommendation nor endorsement by the AAPM or GEC-ESTRO, nor does it imply that the material or equipment identified is necessarily the best available for this purpose. In Sec. 3, we describe several brachytherapy robots and critical clinical decision points that help determine appropriate allocations of function (and resulting autonomy) in the clinical environment.
ROBOTIC SYSTEMS FOR BRACHYTHERAPY
At the time of this publication, commercial robots are not readily available for brachytherapy applications, except the Oncentra Integrated Prostate Solution system from Elekta-Nucletron (Veenendaal, the Netherlands), a Level II device, that delivers seeds by a motorized means. Several custom-made robotic systems have been developed or are being developed at different research institutes and hospital settings. These robotic systems, in some combination, insert a surgical tool (needle) and deliver or place radioactive seeds. During the procedure, they come in contact with patients and operate in close proximity to the staff. Therefore, safety, accuracy, user-friendliness, and reliability (SAUR) criteria need to be satisfied for any robotic brachytherapy system.
The functional requirements of the system are to provide the following:
(1) safety for the patient, clinicians, and the operating room (OR) staff and equipment, (2) ease of cleaning and decontamination, (3) compatibility with sterilization of components, (4) methods for the clinician to review and approve the planned dose distribution and planned robot motions before needle placement, (5) visual (mandatory) and force (optional) feedback during needle insertion, (6) visual confirmation by the chosen imaging technique of each needle-tip placement and seed deposition, (7) provision for reverting to conventional manual brachytherapy at any time, (8) quick and easy disengagement in case of emergency, (9) robust and reliable operation, and (10) ease of operation in the procedure environment.
The robotic systems designed and developed for brachytherapy are also expected to enhance the quality of care. To do this, a robotic system is expected to meet the following main objectives:
(1) improve accuracy of needle placement and seed delivery (i.e., place the needle and seed correctly at the planned location), (2) improve consistency of seed implantation procedure (i.e., eliminate interclinician variability), (3) improve avoidance of critical structures (e.g., for prostate implants, urethra, pubic arch, rectum, bladder, structures of the penis), (4) improve dose optimization, (5) reduce the clinician's learning curve, (6) reduce clinician fatigue, (7) reduce staff radiation exposure, and (8) streamline the brachytherapy procedure.
To achieve the above-mentioned objectives, thoughtful consideration is required even at the conceptual design stage and thereafter during design and development phases. As an example, the dorsal-lithotomy position for transperineal prostate brachytherapy limits the available workspace for the robotic system (Fig. 2) . This workspace may be less than 120 mm in the lateral direction and may be even less for robots to be used in an magnetic resonance (MR) scanner. [13] [14] [15] [16] Thus, robots may lose dexterity or degrees of freedom (DOFs) and encounter singularities (inaccessible positions) while working in such a severely constrained workspace. Moreover, the robotic system should be compact to ensure the clinician's work environment is not affected. Successful clinical implementation of a robotic system critically depends upon the shape and size of the robot.
While the constrained workspace dictates that the mechanical structure of the robot be compact, the robot must be robust enough to insert a needle safely and accurately in the patient for the brachytherapy procedure. Studies revealed that maximum reaction forces on needles for insertion in human prostates during LDR brachytherapy are about 10 and 15 N for 18-gauge and 17-gauge needles, respectively. [17] [18] [19] These forces were experienced in the perineal tissue region. However, the prostate capsule puncturing force can be about 8 and 11 N (maximum) for the above-mentioned types of needles. 17 The design of a brachytherapy robotic system needs to consider this reaction force along with safety factors of 3-5 times the aforementioned forces. 20, 21 Various studies have indicated that needle rotation during insertion can reduce the insertion force and improve targeting accuracy by reducing deformation and displacement of the needle and the target or organ. [22] [23] [24] However, tissue damage and associated clinical implications may need to be assessed.
Recent work discusses the effect of damage to the pelvic structures involved in erectile function. Of particular concern is damage to the neurovascular bundles, penile vasculature, and cavernosal structural tissue. 25 While imaging the vasculature and nervous structures around the penis and prostate is difficult, there are a number of techniques that show some promise. 26, 27 These structures can be difficult to avoid using conventional rectilinear needle geometries and techniques. With the additional degrees of freedom for needle insertion that the robots allow, clinicians can consider the avoidance of structures other than the standard rectum, bladder, and urethra. There has been some work exploring the additional degrees of freedom that robots allow in the context of avoiding structures in the base of the penis, but there is much more to be explored. 28 With the advancement of imaging, robotic systems may be capable of incorporating features such as real-time image-based semiautomated or automated interventions using additional degree of freedom. The design of robotic devices should consider what advances in imaging technology will allow in the near future and incorporate into their design features to take full advantage of this added information. Device cleaning and decontamination pose considerable challenges in medical system design and development. For any brachytherapy robot, the needle and source passages must be sterilizable. Moreover, the whole robot should have provisions for easy and adequate cleaning and decontamination. Robotic brachytherapy systems become more complicated with the addition of sensors (such as force-torque sensors) and other electronic components. 29, 30 Therefore, all these issues and suitable solutions should be planned during the design phase of the robotic system. These issues can be critical for regulatory approval and clinical applications.
The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) provides useful guidelines for medical devices. Compliance with IEC 60601-1 requires that the manufacturers or the developers have a risk management process in place. 31 It is important for a brachytherapy robotic system to comply with IEC collateral standard for electromagnetic compatibility requirements and tests (IEC 60601-1-2). Information about the compliance with IEC 60601-1 standard can be obtained from the vendors or the manufacturers, if applicable. If the robotic system is approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), then the system must be IEC 60601-1 or CE (Conformité Européenne) compliant (as appropriate). Similarly, products for medical use in the market of the European Union are required to have a CE marking. More details about guidelines or requirements in this regard are expected in the planned AAPM Task Group 167 report. 
3.A. Historical background
The first motorized source positioning systems, i.e., remote afterloading systems, were clinically introduced for brachytherapy in the early 1980s. [33] [34] [35] [36] However, they do not qualify as robotic systems. 9 In 2001, a seed implantation system featuring automated XY Z motion with a seed cartridge was proposed by Elliott et al.
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In 2002, Fichtinger et al. explored the use of computer tomotherapy (CT)-guided robot assistance for prostate biopsy and therapy. 38 They demonstrated a CT-couch-mounted system for transperineal needle guidance comprising a passive arm with 7DOF and a robot that can angulate the needle about its tip. Later in 2007, Fichtinger et al. proposed a 4DOF system for ultrasound-guided robot-assisted prostate brachytherapy. 39 Clinical feasibility and performance of this system were reported in 2011. 40 This robot is compatible with commercially available conventional template mounting systems.
In 2004, Wei et al. reported an evaluation of robotic needle insertion for prostate brachytherapy using a commercial industrial robot. 41 The same group reported a compact 4DOF robotic needle guide having a closed cylindrical/closed kinematic chain with 13 linkage elements and brakes. 42 Also in 2004, Davies et al. described a possible robotic approach to prostate brachytherapy. 43 They reported an XY Z robot with needle rotation, but no needle angulation. Preliminary tests of their needle driver system were presented; these were carried out with a commercial manufacturing robot.
In 2005, a 6DOF robotic system for use in prostate brachytherapy was reported by Meltsner et al. This application described an XY Z-theta robot capable of placing a needle guide at an arbitrary location with an arbitrary angle in order to provide angulated (around the axis of insertion) needle insertion at a desired position and orientation. 44 The system allows the physician to load needles through the guide. In addition, it provides for automatic deposition of the seeds at programmed spacing along the needle track. Automation of a number of tasks was also discussed. 45 In 2006, Yu et al. reported a transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) image-guided 6DOF prostate brachytherapy robotic system. 46 This robot can rotate the brachytherapy needle about its own axis to reduce the force necessary for insertion and thereby improve needle placement and seed delivery accuracy. This robot is equipped with three force-torque sensors enabling closed-loop control of the system. The concept of using a rotating needle to reduce the surgical trauma to the tissues was employed in the robot developed. 22 Later in 2006, Bassan et al. reported a macro-micro approach including a 5DOF remote center-of-compliance robot arm supported by a passive arm. The system featured back-drivable joints with redundant sensing. 47, 48 In 2008, Salcudean et al. developed a 4DOF robotic system. This robot can place the needle at the patient's perineum with the capability of angulating the needle in sagittal and coronal planes. 49 In 2010, Podder et al. developed a 6DOF multichannel robotic system that can insert and rotate 16 needles simultaneously. This system is capable of delivering seed sources autonomously. 50, 51 Several other groups have reported development of imageguided needle-insertion systems that use fluoroscopy, CT, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). 7, 15, [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] While most of the image-guidance approaches presented before have only relied upon 3D geometric models of tissue, deformation models have started to be used for needle planning, first in 2D, then in 3D. [58] [59] [60] Needle-tissue interaction models continue to be developed based on fluoroscopic and ultrasound imaging. [61] [62] [63] Some other research groups are developing smart needling devices for improving geometric conformality, avoiding critical structures, and improving clinical benefits.
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3.B. Current robotic systems
In image-guided brachytherapy (IGBT), TRUS, CT, and MRI are used. Among these, MRI provides the best soft tissue contrast. CT and MR images allow dose planning based on anatomy not distorted by a TRUS probe (i.e., as it will be for the dose delivery). TRUS, however, is most commonly used due to cost effectiveness and ease of availability in a wide range of hospital settings. There exist a total of 13 robotic systems around the world of which the authors have any knowledge. It is expected that number will increase in the near future. Some of these robots have a high level of autonomy for inserting the brachytherapy needles as well as in delivering the seeds automatically. These procedures are performed under the supervision of an authorized physician. All these robotic systems, except the FIRST system, eliminate the use of a physical template, thus improving the maneuverability of needle insertion, which potentially results in enhanced accuracy and avoidance of pubic arch interference. Details of these 13 robotic systems for interstitial brachytherapy are presented below and a summary is provided in Table I . Systems that were available by January 1, 2012 for evaluation by the TG-192 committee are included in this table. As of writing, only the FIRST, EUCLIDEAN, and JHU1 robotic systems have been used on patients for clinical brachytherapy. As later described, some systems are for LDR seed brachytherapy, high-dose-rate (HDR) brachytherapy, or both modalities.
3.B.1. Elekta-Nucletron FIRST (Oncentra Integrated Prostate Solution) system
In 2002, Nucletron (Elekta-Nucletron, Veenendaal, the Netherlands) released an integrated system, Fully Integrated Real-time Seed Treatment (FIRST™), that included a robotic seed delivery and needle retraction device called Oncentra Seeds. 15 This system combines a computer-controlled 3D transrectal ultrasound system, the above-mentioned robotic device, and the Oncentra Seeds treatment planning system (TPS). This product received FDA and Health Canada approvals in 2001 and CE approval in 2002.
The robotic portion of the Oncentra Seeds system is a compact device that is mounted on the same support unit as the TRUS probe (Fig. 3) . It performs real-time seed delivery through manually placed needles and a TPS that allows modification of the seed loading at any time during the delivery process, taking into account the previously delivered seeds. Oncentra Seeds builds seed:spacer sequences (nonstranded) from separate magazines. A drive wire is used to expel the seeds and spacers from the magazines. A diode detector measures seed strengths. Another 15 detecting positions are further used for the validation of the complete sequence length and individual components before delivery into the patient. The drive wire then delivers the seed train into a previously manually implanted needle through a transfer tube connected to the needle. The system delivers the sequence with the first seed at its reference depth within the prostate. A small robotic arm then retracts the needle automatically outside the prostate capsule, keeping the drive wire in place to avoid suction from the retraction of the needle pulling the seed train out of position. Once the robotic retraction is performed, the drive wire is retracted and the needle can be disconnected from the transfer tube and removed. The system is ready for the next insertion or further plan modification. The system can drive the TRUS probe automatically to the plane of the needle to be inserted and/or seed delivered. The Oncentra Seeds accuracy has been extensively tested by Rivard et al. 71 while the clinical performance of the complete system has been reported by Beaulieu et al. 72 and Moerland et al. 73 Seed placement accuracy in phantom is about 1 mm.
3.B.2. EUCLIDIAN (TJU)-An ultrasound image-guided prostate brachytherapy system
The robotic system developed in the Department of Radiation Oncology at Thomas Jefferson University (TJU, Philadelphia, PA) named Endo-Uro Computer Lattice for Intratumoral Delivery, Implantation, and Ablation with Nanosensing (EUCLIDIAN) consists of five main modules. They are surgical module-having a 2DOF TRUS driver, 3DOF gantry robot, 2DOF needle inserter, 6DOF positioning module, and 3DOF cart with electronic housing (Fig. 4) . 13, 30, 46 All motions of the EUCLIDIAN's surgery module are achieved using motors fitted with high-resolution optical encoders and gearboxes. The TRUS probe can be translated and rotated automatically and can also be operated manually for acquiring images with a minimum separation of 0.1 mm. The prostate stabilization needle guide of EUCLID-IAN is capable of orienting the needle at any desired angle in the sagittal plane as well as in the coronal plane resulting in improved stabilization of the prostate. 74 The gantry robot has two translational motions (X-and Y -directions) and one rotational motion in vertical plane (pitching up or down for avoiding pubic arch interference or to reach closer to the rectum). The needle driver equipped with three force-torque sensors (stylet sensor, cannula sensor, and a 6DOF whole needle sensor) is capable of inserting needles and delivering seeds automatically. Additionally, EUCLIDIAN has the provision for needle rotation, which is useful in reducing needle-insertion force and expected to reduce organ/target deformation and displacement. [22] [23] [24] Every motion during the sequence of needle insertion and seed delivery is fully automatic as per the dosimetric plan. However, the clinician is able to interrupt and/or manipulate the movements at any time using a user-pendant. In the case of system failure (if the motorized system totally fails), the EUCLIDIAN has a provision for conventional manual mode of operation. This system has a provision for a template holder at the end of the TRUS probe driver, enabling manual takeover if required. After inserting a regular commercial template, the clinician will be able to continue the seed implantation for the patient using the same dosimetric plan. The 6DOF positioning platform is able to translate and to orient the whole surgical module so that the surgical module is aligned with the patient's anatomical configuration as required. The 3DOF cart provides gross movements of the robotic system to align with the patient while the positioning platform enables finer movement for desired positioning and orientation of the robot in 3D space. Prostate Implant Planning Engine for Radiotherapy (PIPER), an in-house developed genetic algorithm based software, which is approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), is used for contour delineation, 3D anatomical model generation, dosimetric planning, 3D visualization, and needle tracking. 75, 76 Isodose contours can be displayed on transverse, sagittal, and coronal planes that are built from TRUS images. In 3D visualization, various relevant anatomical structures, seeds, needle paths, a virtual template, and the TRUS probe can be visualized. Seeds deposition accuracy in phantom is within 1 mm. Reliability of the EUCLIDIAN system has been evaluated with extensive testing mimicking the procedures in the OR. 30 This system received the FDA's Investigational Device Exemption approval in 2008.
3.B.3. MIRAB (TJU)-An ultrasound image-guided prostate brachytherapy system
The Multichannel Image-guided Robotic Assistant for Brachytherapy (MIRAB) developed in the Department of Radiation Oncology at TJU is a 6DOF system consisting of five modules: rotary needle adapter, surgical XY carrier, mounting and driving mechanism, seed applicator, and TRUS probe driver (Fig. 5) . The MIRAB system is modularized so that it can easily be installed on the EUCLIDIAN system by taking the needling module of the EUCLIDIAN away. 50, 51, 77 The 2DOF rotary needle adapter can insert 16 needles concurrently with rotational capability. Distal ends of the needles are supported and guided by a multihole supporting plate. The 3DOF surgical XY carrier carries the seed applicator that delivers seeds and withdraws needles. The 2DOF mounting and driving mechanism provides translational motion to the needle adapter and surgical XY carrier. The seed applicator is employed to expel the seed from the cartridge automatically according to the dosimetric plan. Seed placement accuracy of this system is about 1 mm. The 2DOF TRUS driver was originally developed for EUCLIDIAN. The interchangeability of MIRAB and EUCLIDIAN is very convenient to switch from a single-channel system to a multichannel system. The dosimetric planning software and the robot control software are similar to that used for the EUCLIDIAN system. Deployment of this system for HDR brachytherapy is being investigated.
3.B.4. UMCU robot-A MRI-guided prostate brachytherapy system
A research team at the University Medical Center Utrecht (UMCU, Utrecht, the Netherlands) has developed an MR compatible robotic system, which allows online MRI guidance during prostate brachytherapy. [78] [79] [80] [81] This robot is made of polymers and nonferromagnetic materials such as brass, copper, titanium, and aluminum. 79 The robot fits inside a closed 1.5 T MR scanner. It is fixed to a wooden plate that can slide over the MR table and is placed between the patient's legs. A clamp is used to hold the system at a chosen position. The robot performs needle tapping but marker deposition is done manually. As a first clinical test, this robot has been used for implanting fiducial gold markers in the prostate of patients undergoing external-beam radiation therapy treatment (EBRT). After this test, the robot was redesigned for prostate HDR 192 Ir brachytherapy with pneumatic and piezoelectric actuators (Fig. 6) . The titanium needle is stepwise inserted using a pneumatic-tapping device for reducing organ deformation and improving the needle trajectory control. 78, 79 The needle stop is set by a piezoelectric actuator. Positioning of the tapping-mechanism part of the system is realized with three piezoelectric motors to offer 5DOF. In this way, the entire prostate gland can be reached. The robot performs needle tapping but marker deposition is done manually. Prostate HDR 192 Ir brachytherapy is expected to be the next application.
3.B.5. UW robot-An ultrasound image-guided brachytherapy system
The University of Wisconsin (UW, Madison, WI) has developed a prototype brachytherapy robot for automatic and semiautomatic source placement. 24, 44, 45, 82, 83 In its current design, the robot is a 6DOF system, comprised of three linear slides, two rotary stages, and a provision for needle rotation. The robot is mounted on a wheeled cart for mobility (Fig. 7) . The robot can be tracked in world/fixed coordinates using a 6D magnetic tracking system that reports device position and orientation via magnetic sensors. A sensor can be attached to an ultrasound probe (or other imager) for registration of the imaging plane with the robot workspace. The robot is controlled through a custom written graphical user interface.
Important features of this robot are needle angulation (about ±30
. This permits the robot to position the needle for insertion but allows the physician to manually slide the needle assembly into the tissue if desired. This feature was designed to aid in the acceptance of robotics into the clinic. As familiarity and experience increases, the staff may allow a robot to perform the insertions automatically. The measured accuracy of source placement in a gel phantom is about 1 mm. 82 Future iterations of the device will incorporate automatic source loading and integration with treatment planning software for real-time, intraoperative procedures. The robot will also be explored for use in HDR brachytherapy and other needle-insertion procedures such as biopsies.
3.B.6. JHU robot1-An ultrasound image-guided prostate brachytherapy system
The Engineering Research Center and Radiation Oncology Department of Johns Hopkins University (JHU, MD) have developed a robotic system that consists of a TRUS and a spatially coregistered robotic manipulator integrated with an FDA-approved commercial TPS. 39, 84 The salient feature of the system is a small 4DOF parallel robot affixed to the mounting posts of the conventional template by removing the template. The robot replaces the template interchangeably and uses the same coordinate system. Established clinical hardware, workflow, and calibration are left intact.
The robot consists of two 2D Cartesian motion stages arranged in a parallel configuration (Fig. 8) . The XYtranslational stage provides planar motion relative to the mounting posts in the plane that corresponds to the template face. The α β-rotational stage rides on the XY -translational stage and can provide needle angulation (about ±20
• ) with respect to X-axis and Y -axis. The XY -translational and α β-rotational stages hold a pair of carbon fiber fingers that are manually locked into place during setup. A passive needle guide sleeve is attached between the fingers using freemoving ball joints. The robot functions as a fully encoded stable needle guide, through which the physician manually inserts the needle into the patient. The physician thus retains full control and natural haptic sensing, while the needle is F. 6. UMCU MRI-guided robotic system. being observed in live transverse and sagittal TRUS, thus ensuring exquisite control of the insertion depth relative to the target anatomy. Nonparallel needle trajectories can be achieved. The needle-tip positioning accuracy measured in TRUS image is about 1 mm.
3.B.7. JHU MrBot-A MRI-guided prostate brachytherapy system
The Urology department of JHU has developed a MR compatible, 4DOF robot, named MrBot, for transperineal intervention of prostate gland (Fig. 9) . [85] [86] [87] [88] MrBot can accommodate various needle drivers for different percutaneous procedures such as biopsy, thermal ablations, or brachytherapy. Its workspace allows the placement and alignment of the needle toward any target in the prostate, assuming that initially the robot is roughly aimed toward the prostate.
The system utilizes a new type of motor specifically designed for this application, the pneumatic step motor, PneuStep ® (JHU, Baltimore, MD). The LDR brachytherapy seed-placement mechanism includes a MR compatible needle injector end-effector and non-MR compatible components that are attached to the control cabinet. The seed dispenser is composed of a jar with a funneled bottom that is shaken using a motor, the motor controller, and the LDR seed locking, sending, and counting mechanisms. The seeds are preloaded into the jar and dropped into the funnel as the jar is shaken. The funnel proceeds to a tube leading to the sending system.
MrBot is moved such that the needle tip is at the skin entry point and the injector is aligned toward the target. The insertion depth is set by positioning the needle cylinder with the PneuStep ® motor. The needle is inserted into the prostate by applying pneumatic pressure. The seeds are sent through the feeding tube to injector by applying pneumatic pressure. The actuation, seed sending tube, and sensors are included in the 6 m hose bundle connecting the control cabinet and robot. The described deployment system was implemented and tested with several thousands of seeds. The robotic seed injector ensemble was tested by automatically positioning seeds in agar and ex vivo models at arbitrary locations. Then, registration and image-guidance algorithms were integrated to place the seeds at targets specified in the image.
The mean seed placement accuracy in agar models was approximately 1.2 mm with a 0.4 mm standard deviation. [85] [86] [87] [88] Motion tests showed reproducibility within a fraction of a millimeter. This robot has been tested under 3 T MRI. The MRI-guided needle targeting experiments showed that the needle tip can be placed within 1 mm of a desired target selected in the image.
The entire robot is built with nonmagnetic and dielectric materials and is designed to perform fully automated brachytherapy seed placement within a closed MR imager. With a 3 T imager, in four dogs, the median error for MR imaging-guided needle positioning and seed positioning was 2 and 2.5 mm, respectively. 
3.B.8. JHU robot3-A MRI-guided prostate brachytherapy system
The Engineering Research Center and the Department of Mechanical Engineering of the JHU have also developed a remotely actuated manipulator for access to prostate tissue under MRI guidance (Fig. 10) . This device provides 3D needle placement with millimeter accuracy under physician control. 89, 90 Procedures enabled by this device include MRI-guided needle biopsy, fiducial-marker placements, and LDR brachytherapy seed delivery. Its compact size allows for use in both standard cylindrical and open configuration MRI scanners.
The device is comprised of a rectal sheath, which is placed adjacent to the prostate in the rectum of the patient and a needle guide (containing a curved needle channel). The sheath is held stationary during the procedure while the needle guide rotates and translates within the sheath. The needle exits the needle guide through a window in the sheath at 45
• between the axis of the guide and the needle for optimal prostate coverage. Rotation and translation of the needle guide and needle insertion are the three DOFs necessary for the manipulator to place the needle at a target within the prostate. The manipulator contains two types of MR coils: an imaging coil and tracking coils for position encoding. The imaging coil is looped around the sheath window, resting in a groove machined into the sheath. Accuracies in fiducial-marker placements in dogs and biopsy procedures with patients were about 2 mm.
3.B.9. JHU and BWH-A MRI-guided prostate brachytherapy system
This robot was developed in collaboration by the Engineering Research Center at the JHU and the Department of Radiology at the Brigham and Women's Hospital (BWH, Boston, MA). [91] [92] [93] It is a pneumatically operated 6DOF robotic system for placement of a transperineal prostate needle in 3 T closed-bore MRI (Fig. 11) . Under remote control of the physician without moving the patient out of the imaging space, the mechanism is capable of positioning the needle for treatment by implanting LDR brachytherapy seeds or for diagnosis by harvesting tissue samples inside the magnet bore.
The patient is positioned in a similar configuration to TRUS-guided brachytherapy, but the MRI bore's constraint (60 cm diameter) requires that the patient legs be spread less and the knees be lowered into a semilithotomy position.
The primary motions of the robot base include two prismatic motions and two rotational motions upon a manual F. 11. JHU robot4-MRI-guided prostate brachytherapy system. linear slide. The slide positions the robot in the access tunnel and allows fast removal for reloading brachytherapy needles or collecting harvested biopsy tissue. In addition to these base motions, application-specific motions are also required; these include needle insertion, cannula retraction, needle rotation, and biopsy gun actuation.
3.B.10. UBC robot-An ultrasound image-guided prostate brachytherapy system
The University of British Columbia (UBC, Kelowna, BC, Canada), has developed a 4DOF TRUS-guided robot for prostate brachytherapy (Fig. 12) . The robot can translate a needle guide in the X-Y plane allowing for precise needle insertion along the Z-direction. 49 The needle can also be angulated about the X-and Y -axes (about ±30 • ), providing fine control over the needle-insertion point and angle. The robot is compact and mountable on a standard brachytherapy stepper. One of its main advantages is the ability to manually position and orient the needle over its entire workspace when the power of the robot is off. Because the robot is not back-drivable when the power is off, the needle guide stays in position. It allows for manual control of each of the motor axes for fine positioning and has a quick-release mechanism for gross translation of the needle guide. The robot has an interface that allows the guide to be stepped through a complete treatment plan. The LDR brachytherapy seed deposition accuracy in phantom was about 1.2 mm.
3.B.11. RRI robot-An ultrasound image-guided prostate brachytherapy system
The Robarts Research Institute (RRI, London, Ontario, Canada) has developed a 4DOF robotic system for 3D ultrasound-guided prostate brachytherapy (Fig. 13) . The system supports the needle guide from the underside by two hinged parallelograms spaced in a manner in which their fixed points of rotation are mounted onto a common shaft. 23, 41, 94 Thus, the ultrasound transducer and the robotic apparatus are remotely mounted on a common coaxial frame of reference that can be mounted onto a stabilizer. The TRUS probe equipped with a side-firing linear array is coupled to a motorized mover assembly. A 3D U/S image is generated by rotating the transducer around its long axis. After rotation by about 100
• , the 3D ultrasound image is immediately available for dosimetry planning, dynamic preplanning of needle trajectories and, replanning if prostate motion is detected. The system has been designed to cover the same area as a 6 cm 2 template. In its current configuration, the device is capable of angulating the needle about 30
Tests of the system with phantoms have shown that the geometric error of the 3D ultrasound image is less than 0.4 mm. Needle-guidance accuracy tests in agar prostate phantoms showed that the mean error of seed placement was less than 1.6 mm along parallel needle paths that were within 1.2 mm of the intended target and 1
• from the preplanned trajectory. At oblique angles of up to 15
• relative to the probe axis, seeds were placed within 2 mm of the target with an angular error less than 2
• .
3.B.12. CHUG robot-An ultrasound image-guided prostate brachytherapy system
The Grenoble University Hospital (CHUG, Grenoble, France) has developed a 5DOF robotic brachytherapy needleinsertion system that is designed to replace the template used F. 13. RRI robot-A U/S image-guided prostate brachytherapy system. in the manual technique (Fig. 14) . This robot is capable of positioning and inclining a needle within the same workspace as the manual template. 95 To improve needle-insertion accuracy, it incorporated provision for needle rotation during (a) (b) F. 14. TIMC-LIRMM Lab robot-U/S image-guided prostate brachytherapy system: (a) the prototype and (b) CAD model of the robotic brachytherapy needle-insertion system. insertion into the prostate. The system can be mounted on existing steppers and also easily accommodates existing seed dispensers, such as the Mick Applicator ® . The positioning module consists of two pairs of linear translation rails mounted in the form of a parallelogramlike manipulator and allowing for translation and inclination of the insertion module. This robot is capable of inserting the needle automatically; however, LDR brachytherapy seeds can only be delivered manually. TRUS guidance makes it capable of real-time monitoring of needle insertion and seed delivery.
3.B.13. MIRA robot-An ultrasound image-guided lung brachytherapy system
The University of Western Ontario (UWO, London, Ontario, Canada) has developed the Minimally Invasive Robot Assistant (MIRA) for image-guided lung brachytherapy (Fig. 15) . The system incorporates an experimental setup for accurate seed placement with commercially available dosimetry planning software. 5, 6, [96] [97] [98] [99] The dosimetry planning software incorporated into MIRA-V (upgraded MIRA robot) is a modified version of previously developed software for needle guidance in prostate brachytherapy. The end result is a complete system that allows planning and executing a brachytherapy procedure with increased accuracy. 5 Two Automated Endoscopic Systems for Optimal Positioning (AE-SOP) arms are used to control the video camera and the instrument via voice control and the InterNAV3.0™ interface, respectively. These robotic arms are no longer commercially available. However, they have been chosen for the prototype evaluation and proof-of-concept as they are available for research purposes at the Canadian Surgical Technology and Advanced Robotics (CSTAR). Needle-tip position is monitored using 5DOF Aurora electromagnetic (EM) tracking sensor (NSI, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada) (Fig. 15 ).
ROBOTIC SYSTEM CLINICAL WORKFLOW
At this moment, it is difficult to formulate a uniform or single flowchart for a robot-assisted source implantation procedure due to the diversity in robot design and capability. Therefore, a detailed flowchart for a robotic brachytherapy procedure, which is more specific to the EUCLIDIAN, a seed implantation robotic system, is shown in Figs. 16 and  17 . 30 The flowchart in Fig. 16 is generalized and descriptive in nature. The flowchart in Fig. 17 is very specific to EUCLIDIAN and it is exactly followed while performing clinical procedures with this robot. A near-typical workflow pattern for a robotic LDR brachytherapy seed implantation procedure is outlined below. A similar workflow could be generated for robotics in HDR applications.
4.A. Preliminary preparations
Sterilize the required needles. Load sterilized seeds in the sterilized cartridge. Connect TRUS probe to the ultrasound machine. Connect the ultrasound machine to the brachytherapy computer. Cover the parts of the robot as required.
4.B. Preoperative setup
Clean and disinfect the robot and associated instrumentation in preparation for surgery. Initialize the robot and enter patient information into the system. Verify adequate ultrasound image quality, accurate graphical template registration, current calibration, and home position of the robot (see Appendix C).
4.C. Anatomic assessment
After initial assessment of anatomical structures, insert prostate stabilizing needles according to the clinician's preference using ultrasound imaging to appropriate location and depth. 74 Acquire images of the required anatomical volume. Contour the appropriate regions (prostate boundary, urethra, pubic bone, rectums, seminal vesicle, etc.) on the acquired images. Generate 3D model/volumes of structures from these contours.
4.D. Dosimetric planning
Plan the coordinates of the seed distribution based on the prostate model to obtain the desired dose distribution. The TPS displays the planned isodose contours, needle positions, and seed locations in user-selected 2D and 3D orientations. This provides the clinicians a useful visualization of the whole treatment plan; if required, the clinicians can edit the plan.
4.E. Execution
Once the radiation oncologist approves the plan, insert needles into the patient according to the plan. If the robot is designed for TRUS and manual insertion, use a stepper and sagittal plane acquisition mode to track the needle insertion. To ensure patient safety, perform the needle insertion in a sequential order, either by the physician or by the robot. In case of a robotic insertion (e.g., EUCLIDIAN), execute the automatic positioning of the needle in front of the patient's perineum; the robot will then ask the clinician for confirmation to proceed with the needle insertion and subsequent seed deposition. Validate (by both the physician and physicist) the seed location and dose distributions that will be produced by actual needle positions. After needle insertion, deliver the seeds according to the plan. Seed delivery can be confirmed with the help of imaging or other sensing such as seed count, source strength, and force.
In case of a semiautomatic robot (e.g., JHU robot1 and BCU robot), the needle guide is aligned in front of the patient's perineum, the needle is inserted, and the seeds are delivered manually. Either loose seeds with Mick Applicator or stranded seeds can be used for some types of robots. However, in the current designs of the automatic robots, only loose seeds can be delivered.
4.F. Exception handling
Handle the radioactive seeds with care; place LDR seeds in a protective cartridge to reduce radiation exposure. If the seeds are expelled from the cartridge using a motorized stylet, precautions must be taken to not exert excessive force that may damage the seed encapsulation and allow radioactive materials to leak. To confirm that the desired seed deposition is maintained, use multiple methods, e.g., visual feedback, counting manually, or sensory feedback. Continuously monitor (visually and/or through force/positional feedback as applicable) for other potential issues such as seed jamming, undesired seed delivery, or lack of seed delivery. If for any reason the robotassisted procedure is unable to continue, use a conventional manual technique to complete the treatment.
4.G. Real-time plan readjustment
If necessary and possible, adjust the needle movement or trajectory either automatically or manually by the clinician to compensate for prostate movement or deformation caused by needle insertion. Another potential solution can be to assess the tissue or target displacement and deformation in real time and adjust the dosimetric plan to obtain a new or adjusted location of the seed deposition (i.e., intraoperative reoptimization).
4.H. Reporting
Prepare a report as per AAPM Task Group 137 (TG-137) guidelines and/or GEC-ESTRO guidelines.
100-102 Generate a log file to capture the status of the robotic system during the procedure.
4.I. Postimplant cleaning and decontamination
Clean the robotic system and components using standard recommended clinical materials and methods, following any developer's or manufacturer's instructions if appropriate. Since the robotic systems used for brachytherapy are complex in terms of sterilization requirements, the physicist must identify the sterilizable components and consult the sterilization department and prepare a policy. Required sterilizable components must be sent for sterilization as deemed necessary.
4.J. Postimplant dosimetric evaluation
As in current practice, perform a dosimetric evaluation of the implant following the ABS recommendations, and/or the TG-137 guidelines, and/or GEC-ESTRO guidelines.
100-103
ROBOTIC SYSTEM SAFETY
Safety of the patient and the clinical staff is the most critical criteria of any clinical procedure. The clinicians and robot must work together in a synergistic way due to the complexity and constraints of the clinical environment. Since the robot is moving in close proximity to the patient and staff, all movements must be verified to avoid physical injury as well as collision with the procedure environment. These requirements are more critical for advanced robots that carry needles and radioactive seeds. Some of the potential safety issues include
• undesired movement of the robot (or the patient) that may cause physical injury to the patient or the staff, or damage to instrumentation, • erroneous needle or seed placement, • needle bending or breaking, • incorrect number of seeds delivered, • production of unacceptable radiation exposure, and • delay in the procedure.
It is desirable that excessive movement of the patient be monitored. The robot should have provisions for responding to these situations to ensure clinical safety. All these issues should be considered during the design, implementation, and operation of any robotic system for brachytherapy source implantation.
Safety issues of MRI-guided robotics also involve the use of MR compatible materials and RF safety. Ferromagnetic structures may become dangerous projectiles in the magnetic field near the MR scanner. [104] [105] [106] [107] In addition, ferromagnetic structures greatly distort the field uniformity inside the magnet, which results in image quality degradation. All robotic components should therefore be tested for ferromagnetism. The use of nonferromagnetic metals such as brass, copper, titanium, and aluminum is allowed, although they also can perturb magnetic field homogeneity and distort images. 81 Another safety issue is the risk of RF-induced heating when using specific materials, e.g., a titanium needle. Although often regarded as MRI compatible, a conductive titanium needle can act as a dipole antenna that interacts with the electromagnetic RF field applied to generate an MR image. The altered electric field is strongly increased at the tip of the needle resulting in increased tissue heating in this region. 108 The amount of heat deposition depends on many factors, such as resonance and other electrical properties and volume of the surrounding medium, the needle position within the MR bore, the needle-insertion depth, and the RF power of the MR imaging sequence. [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] Due to these multiple factors, the amount of tissue heating is hard to predict. The risk of thermal injury is small for interventions at 1.5 T with a titanium needle and insertion depth smaller than 15 cm from the scanner center. The risk of tissue heating is higher for interventions at higher magnetic field strength. The risk can be reduced by the use of needle coating or excluded by using nonconductive needle materials. 109 In theory, the RF waves can also induce currents in conductive robotic components resulting in heating in the surrounding tissue. Therefore, patient contact with electromagnetically conductive robotic components should be avoided.
COMMISSIONING
Each of the existent robotic brachytherapy systems is unique and different to the point that prevents prescriptive guidelines for specific quality management procedures. Any user should carefully consider the potential challenges to quality and the risks of the system they use following the methodology described in the planned report of the Task Group 100, which is expected to focus on risk assessment in radiation therapy. 115 Only aspects pertinent to the robotic features of robot-assisted brachytherapy are discussed herein.
Achieving the quality desired in the treatment requires at a minimum those items referred to in the Task Group 100 report as the key core requirements:
1. Training-Before beginning a new treatment modality, make sure that each team member has received training in the procedures and operations with demonstrated expertise. 2. Communications-Communication patterns must be established clearly and formally so that each team member understands the information necessary to exchange and the mechanisms for passing the information. Forms and checklists provide inexpensive and yet effective tools for guiding and facilitating communication. 3. Standardized protocols and procedures-Standard procedures reduce the likelihood of errors and help maintain tight control of quality. Exceptions to the standard procedures, of course, must be allowed, but they should be the rare exception. 4. Adequate resources-Any procedure needs adequate staffing and materials to succeed and not providing the resources greatly increases the probability of failure.
Commissioning forms the foundation for quality management. Commissioning includes evaluation and initiation of the equipment and of the procedures.
6.A. Commissioning of robotic equipment
The prior step to commissioning equipment is acceptance testing, simply evaluating that the equipment as delivered performs as specified by the manufacturer. Acceptance testing tends to be narrow, including only the terms of purchase agreed upon between the vendor and the buyer. While important, acceptance testing seldom provides sufficient information about equipment function for clinical use. Also, since many of the brachytherapy robots currently in use are not commercial (except Elekta's FIRST, i.e., Oncentra Integrated Prostate Solution system), there likely would be no purchase specification against which to evaluate the system. The clinically relevant testing comes in the next step of commissioning the robotic system. Clinical commissioning of the brachytherapy robot entails establishing how well the robot works under various conditions and in what situations it might fail. It also includes gathering information necessary for its operation. During clinical commissioning, tests should be conducted to ensure that this level of accuracy is maintained. These tests should mimic the real operating procedure as closely as possible. Commissioning not only needs to establish that the equipment operates as intended but also finds the limits of reliable operation and in which situations the equipment fails. The following items must be evaluated during commissioning of the robotic system, creating baseline data to be used for future quality management.
1. A spatial accuracy of 1.0 mm (SD = ±0.5) for seed placement in a soft material phantom is achievable by robotic brachytherapy systems. Considering that manual LDR seed placement has an estimated accuracy of 3-6 mm and seeds are known to move in a patient due to edema resolution or other reasons, robotic systems must have a spatial accuracy of seed placement in a phantom that is ≤1.0 ± 0.5 mm (range 0-2 mm). [116] [117] [118] 2. Linear travel precision and accuracy of the needle tip in air should be within the reported mechanical specifications from the manufacturer. This should be verified over the full useful range of the system. The measured position of the needle tip should be relative to the image-based reference origin which is attached to the image stack or imaging system. 3. Linear travel precision and accuracy of the needle tip in an implantable, soft tissue-equivalent (considering mechanical properties and image quality) phantom should be within the manufacturer specifications. These would be tested the same way as the tests mentioned in item 2. 4. Linear travel precision and accuracy of the needle tip in a water phantom with respect to a reference image should be within the manufacturer specifications. 5. Rotational travel precision and accuracy must operate within manufacturer specifications. If the system performs rotation, inclination, declination, pitch, yaw, etc., the mechanical precision and accuracy should be verified for each DOF. A digital level, inclinometer, or equivalent instrument should be used to quantify angles. Some needle angulations (e.g., angulating up-down in sagittal plane) are known to be associated with magnification of any error. For example, when a needle is angulated about an axis at the base, a small error in angular position will be amplified in tip position. The medical physicist should be aware of such effect and relate these angular inaccuracies to the final endpoint of seed position in the target volume. 6. Combination of rotations and linear motions must not degrade the precision and accuracy of needle-tip placement. Different combinations that are meant to give the same location must do so within the system specification. Seed delivery precision and accuracy must remain within the manufacturer specification regardless of needle orientation or movement pattern. 7. Mechanical-to-imaging space can be coregistered. If the system is factory-calibrated, verify accuracy over the full range of conventional template grids. If user calibration is required, verify that the adjustable range covers all possible setup conditions. Depending on imaging modality, appropriate medium and phantom should be used. For TRUS imaging, the guidance of AAPM TG-128 should be followed and effects of probe covering material should be considered. 119, 120 It must be demonstrated that the needle tip can be positioned over the full range of conventional template grids within the manufacturer specified precision in water or air. 8. Image acquisition and reconstruction must ensure spatial and volumetric accuracy consistent with the imaging modality. For the given imaging modality, appropriate phantom tests should be carried out to ensure that known geometric shapes and volumes can be accurately reconstructed by the TPS. For TRUS imaging, tests as described in the AAPM TG-128 report should be performed and compared with the accuracy specified for the particular robotic system. Other imaging modalities require a similar set of evaluations that could use TG-128 as a guide. 119 9. A TPS system should be used that is compatible with the robotic system in use and should, for example, optimize the positions for sources and needle paths. The optimization program should determine the desired location of sources in the absence of a template (unless one is used) as well as determine the desired trajectories of the needles, which may include minimizing the number of needles or insertions into the patient, as well as establishing needle paths that avoid obstructions. 70 Validation of this feature proves challenging at the time of the writing of this report, though work is underway. For example, Cunha et al. present a method for optimizing HDR 192 Ir brachytherapy needle patterns using robot-enabled geometries that avoid structures of the penis. 28 10. Travel limits of the robotic system must ensure patient and operator safety and prevent collisions with imaging equipment and the OR environment. Needle insertion must have operator definable mechanical or electronic limits for distal travel. Any moving articulator must be confined to operator definable workspaces. After travel limits of the needle are set, the needle cannot be advanced beyond the set limits except through physician override or a limit reset. 11. Proper function of those robot parts that assess insertion resistance and inhibit needle insertion when encountering situations, e.g., pubic arch interference, requiring abnormally high force must be verified. For example, forces exceeding 20 N for 18-gauge needle and 25 N for 17-gauge needle to move the needle forward are considered excessive and should trigger automatic motion cessation. 17 12. The system must be able to recover and continue normally from power interruption and system crash. Tests should be performed after (a) system setup, (b) image acquisition, (c) treatment plan approval, and (d) selected needle insertion and/or seed deposition. The system must not lose absolute or relative position information after setup, or mechanical-to-imaging space registration. Approved image sets and treatment plans should be recoverable. If seed deposition has occurred, the system must be able to continue at the next seed position in the plan. 13. Any tracking system used with the device should follow similar commissioning and QA practices as are commonly utilized for external-beam radiation tracking devices. 121 14. Electrical safety, including leakage current, noise, and stability must comply with accepted standards; e.g., IEC 60601 guidelines must be followed. 15. Each brachytherapy robot design may offer unique features that will require appropriate testing. Other general features of the robot not specifically listed here require evaluation that those features function as designed.
6.B. Commissioning of the clinical procedure
Just as equipment requires commissioning, so do the clinical procedures. Commissioning of a clinical procedure entails the following:
1. Gather the information that will be needed during the clinical procedure and organize it in a readily accessible location. 2. Compose the forms and checklists that will be used. 3. Assemble the clinical personnel and walk through the clinical procedure as closely as possible as it will be performed with a patient. Having a tissue-equivalent imageable and implantable phantom helps simulate the brachytherapy procedure. During this simulation, particular attention should be paid to communication, operation of the equipment, and clarity of roles.
Following the clinical procedure simulation, the team should critique the procedures and make appropriate revisions following the plan-check-act mantra.
QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Users of new technologies have the responsibility to develop a suitable quality management program (QMP). Even after professional societies issue guidelines for users on developing a QMP for new technologies, users are responsible for customizing this for their specific circumstances. At the time of writing and for the foreseeable future, no information exists on the frequency and nature of failures for any of the robots in use, except the preclinical study data from the EU-CLIDIAN robot and an example of daily QA procedure mentioned in Appendix C. 30 Consequently, it is not yet possible to assign priorities to specific QA tasks based on data or observations. All of the features mentioned in the commissioning of equipment section (Sec. 6) must be ensured for reliable use at all times and for all cases. Validation of operation does not require a complete commissioning for each patient case because initial commissioning and ongoing QA verify correct operation within and outside the intended operation limits. Quality management requires thoughtful sampling over the operational range to test the system. The scope of tests depends on the specific system and the types of cases to be performed. All tasks associated with the clinical procedure should be incorporated into the QMP. This would include tasks prior to daily use such as system calibration and tasks performed during the clinical procedure such as ensuring correct seed positioning in the particular patient. For this latter task, image-guidance provides a considerable amount of feedback for verifying seed positioning during the procedure.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. In the current generation of brachytherapy robots, three main types of interactions have been implemented: (1) semiautonomous robots execute tasks under human supervision, (2) partially semiautonomous robots position a needle guide which is used by the clinician to insert a needle and manually deliver the seed, and (3) robots build and insert a seed train after a radiation oncologist inserts a needle. Robots that are capable of operating in both semiautonomous and partially semiautonomous modes must be able to display their current operational mode, with an emergency reset to default to either semiautonomous or resting mode. 2. Clinicians should have the capability to control the robot at any desired time as well as the provisions for approval at various critical or important steps, i.e., the robot software should require confirmation from the clinician before performing any important step automatically. All robots under the Classes of 1-3 (see Sec. 2) follow the above-mentioned methodology. However, discussion of Class 4 robots, which are fully autonomous, is beyond the scope of this report. 3. The robotic system should have the capability (manual or automatic) of correcting for needle deviation, and compensating for organ deflection, tissue deformation, and needle deviation so that the needle can reach the desired target location with required accuracy. 4. At all stages where data entry and dose calculation are required, there should be documented policies and procedures for independent check and data verification by the user before robotic execution begins. 5. The TPS should provide the clinicians an intuitive guidance interface displaying the robotic implantation plan with visualization of needle positions and seed locations relative to the target anatomy. 6. Patient safety data are lacking at this time regarding robotic insertion of multiple needles simultaneously.
It is recommended that needle insertion be performed in a sequential order by the robot as in current brachytherapy practice. However, research on the simultaneous insertion of multiple needles is ongoing and it may be found efficacious and preferable. 7. Both robot-clinician and robot-patient interactions should be designed to ensure robustness, reliability, and safety while delivering the correct dose at the correct site for the correct patient. If the clinician, patient, or robot detects a violation of these priorities, the robot should be able to return immediately to a default resting state that provides minimal risk of damage and minimal risk to the patient or caregivers. It is to be remembered that the general SAUR principle should be followed. 8. Care must be taken to avoid exerting excessive force on radioactive sources and damaging capsule integrity, especially when implantation is carried out using a motorized stylet. 9. Delivery confirmation of the required number of seeds must be maintained through one or multiple methods such as visual feedback, counting manually, or sensory feedback. Personnel should be vigilant in detecting issues such as seed jamming or spurious delivery (or nondelivery) of seed. There should be sufficient shielding provisions to reduce personnel radiation exposure around the robot. 10. Since the robot is moving in close proximity to the patient and the staff, all movements must be verified or checked to avoid potential physical injury as well as collision with the OR environment. This is more critical for advanced robots, which carry needles and radioactive sources as well as provide automatic delivery. Some potential safety issues are undesired movement of the robot that may cause physical injury and trauma to the patient or personnel, damage to the OR equipment, erroneous needle placement and seed delivery, and needle bending or breakage. These issues should be considered during design, implementation, and operation of any robotic brachytherapy system for seed implantation. 11. Cleaning and decontamination are necessary for any surgical device. For an IGBT robot, cleaning and decontamination must be performed in a manner similar to the standard OR procedures while observing the electromechanical safety and functionality of the system. A standardized cleaning, decontamination, and sterilization cycle of reusable surgical instrument should be developed in collaboration with infection control experts.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
In this report, advantages of robotic assistance in brachytherapy procedures have been projected. These advantages include higher precision and accuracy of seed placement than possible when performed manually, improvements in the calculation of optimal seed positions, minimization of surgical trauma, and reduction of radiation exposure to medical staff. So far, 13 robotic systems have been developed for brachytherapy. However, they differ from each other with respect to the available features, functionalities and levels of automation. Except one system (Oncentra Integrated Prostate Solution for Seeds), all other systems are developed at universities and hospitals and have not yet been commercialized. The majority of systems have not yet been used clinically. Due to the wide variability among the available robotic systems, various sections such as safety, commissioning, and recommendations have been written focusing on brachytherapy procedures rather than any specific robotic system. Application of robotic systems in brachytherapy is a developing field and it is premature to make strict recommendations at this time. We expect that with time and by using this report, robotic systems will become standardized for brachytherapy procedures and some of the systems will be commercially available. Consequently, we expect that an update to this Task Group report is inevitable.
APPENDIX A: DEFINITIONS AND NOMENCLATURES
Actuator
= a mechanical device for moving or controlling a mechanism or system Back-drivable = joints when the motor power is off, the robot arm/joint can be moved with external force. This offers flexibility in robotic operation DOF = degree of freedom Haptic force = the process of sensing force through touch HDR = high-dose-rate Joint = connection of two links of a robot LDR = low-dose-rate Manipulator = mechanical arm/linkage of the robot OR = operating room PID controller = proportional, integral, and derivative control is a commonly used controller that reduces error asymptotically PSI = prostate seed implantation QA = quality assurance QMP = quality management program Robot = a reprogrammable multifunctional manipulator designed to move materials, parts, tools, or specialized devices through variable programmed motions for performance of a variety of tasks Robot path = planning the process of generating a path in 3D space to accomplish a specific task Robot = workspace a 3D volume within which the robot can execute dynamic motion without collision or interaction with the surrounding environment SAUR = safety, accuracy, user-friendliness, and reliability SD = standard deviation During formulation of guidelines for this Task Group report on robotic brachytherapy, it was felt that a uniform test protocol should be followed for evaluating the performance of any robotic system that would be used for brachytherapy, especially for seed implantation. The parameters that need to be evaluated are as follows: cartridges; for these experiments, round-end stainless steel dummy/decayed seeds will be used 6. Mick Applicator (for semiautonomous robotic system) 7. Position measurements-CT (also with fluoroscopy/xray if available/suitable)
c. Methods
There are approaches for preparing phantoms. Recent work presented by Hungr et al. outline a method for preparation of polyvinylchloride (PVC)-based phantoms. 122 For maintaining the consistency of the phantoms, one of the institutes (TJU or CWRU) will prepare and ship the phantoms made from liquid plastic and softener (MF Manufacturing Co., Fort Worth, TX) in the ratio 80%-20%, respectively, to the other institutes for experimentation.
(1) Arrange all the above-mentioned materials and equipment prior to the experiment. (2) For in-air measurement, paste/attach the graph paper on the styrofoam slab; secure the position of the styrofoam slab (with the graph paper) vertically, i.e., perpendicular to the direction of the needle advancement at 3 cm from the distal support of the needle holder.
Make sure that a fixed reference coordinate frame is identified for absolute measurements. Move the robot/needle holder in 4 × 4 locations (x-y plane, i.e., perpendicular to the depth) at 2 × 2 cm grid and in a zigzag pattern (as shown in Fig. 18 below) . Insert needle tip at each location for 100 times (only insert the tip, do not advance the needle too much for avoiding the circular pattern of the indentation). Take picture of the needle-insertion graph paper with a high-resolution digital camera for further analysis of repeatability and accuracy of needle position. Use encoder and/or vernier calipers for z-direction (depth) measurements. (3) Secure the phantom (phantom in a Plexiglas box) at a known coordinate with respect to a fixed reference frame (preferably the same one used for dosimetric planning or may be the common reference frame on a fixed location on the robot). seeds per needle at 2 cm spacing (center to center distance between two consecutive seeds). (7) Take direct measurements of the projected seed positions from the fixed reference frame as well as relative measurements between seeds. Take pictures with a digital camera at different planes; take fluoroscopic images in orthogonal planes (if available). Take CT images in transverse plane as well as in sagittal plane (submillimeter slice thickness is desirable).
d. Data analysis
(1) Transfer digital images into a computer and analyze the needle-insertion marks and/or seed potions by magnifying the image suitably (five times or so). (2) Fluoroscopic images are to be scanned and loaded into the computer for analysis of seed deposition accuracy in x-, y-, and z-directions. The CT images in both the transverse and sagittal planes are to be analyzed for 3D accuracy of seed deposition. (3) Report all measurement results in tabular form as shown below (Table II) . 
